
Crowd Power -> Location 
Week 1: Needfinding 

Dan, David, Irving, & Melissa



Hey y’all!













What location-based 
services do we need? 



1. Interview
2. Analysis

3. Result



Sample Questions



1. Ryan - Tourist
2. Diana - Stanford Student

3. Herman - Tourist
4. Christie - Stanford Student



Say/DO
“First time I go to SF, I go to 
... but I want to try something 
new the next time.”

“There’s logistics and 
scheduling conflicts that make 
meeting people for a short trip 
hard.”

Rui (Ryan) Guo



Think/Feel
● Curious about where locals go 

for fun.

● Excited to meet people, but 
frustrated by inconvenience.

● Trusts the platform of WeChat 
that many Chinese people are 
on.

Rui (Ryan) Guo



Diana: Say/Do
Findings

● Spontaneity - Traveled with no itinerary, 
reservations, or place to stay.

● Major tourist attractions were always really crowded. 
● Found places by word of mouth and asking locals.
● Meet new people - “It would be cool if the app had a 

filtering system” 
● “Parking in a city like SF is expensive and 

dangerous”

 



● I want to find places to 
stay last minute.

● Add filter for preferences 
& compatibility: I don’t 
want to get stuck spending 
the day with someone who 
has completely different 
interests.

Diana: Think/Feel



Say/Do
“I don’t like large groups, I 
like to be on my own”

“I find the people here very 
friendly, much more willing to 
help than those in Germany”

“If I’m bored, I’ll first walk 
around myself, then look for 
friends”

Herman



Think/Feel
● Wants spontaneity, but 

direction during travel.

● Wants better coordination with 
friends in a new area.

● Wishes the hospitality here is 
in Germany.

● Keen on atypical tourist 
attractions.

Herman



Christie: Say/Do
● People Centric - “I remember 

at NSO when my friends from 
East Campus came all the way 
over to Lagunita”

● “I need social media in my 
life”

● Loves shopping in new 
locations 



● People make the location memorable.

● Wants more enjoyable way to shop, not necessarily 

faster.

● Really likes singing, joined A Capella to be with 

people of same interests.

● Always wants to be connected with friends through 

social media.

Christie: Think/Feel



Needs / Insights
1. Want to find people with common interests easily

2. Keen on finding the local favorites

3. Wants the process to be spontaneous and 
adventurous

4. Wants to be with fun, likeable people

5. Keep connected with current friends



Questions
1. How can we make accessible local knowledge 

of a place?

2. How can people feel comfortable about 
meeting new people in an unfamiliar place?

3. Are people innately willing to find friends?



Thanks!
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